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A remark on complex analytic families
of
tori
By

Takashi OKANO*
1. It is well known that the field of meromorphic functions on
an irreducible compact complex space is an algebraic function field
whose transcendence degree over the complex number field C is not
greater than the dimension of the space (for example, see [4] or [6]).
Let X and F be complex spaces and n a proper holomorphic
mapping of X onto Y with irreducible fibers. For a point t of F we
put Kt the meromorphic function field of the fiber ii~*(f). We ask
how many functions of Kt can be extended to meromorphic functions
on neighborhoods of the fiber.
In this paper, we solve this problem only in a special case, the
case of complex analytic families of complex tori (Corollary 1 of
Theorem 2).
Let Y be an irreducible complex space and 0= (<»,./) be a (n, 2ri)matrix, where «,-/ (& = 1,2, •••,#; y=l,2, •••,2w) are holomorphic functions
on Y. We suppose that the (2n, 2n)-matrix f-J

(where ® means

the complex conjugate of the matrix J2) is non-singular for each point
of Y.
Let C" be the space of n complex variables z =

and G be

the discontinuous abelian group of analytic automorphisms of C" X F
generated by
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where

a>/(0 =

:

I- Then the factor space X=(C"xY)/G is a

U.XOJ

complex analytic family of complex tori over the space F. We denote
the natural projection of X to Y by n. The fiber Xt = n^(f) is the
complex torus with periods <w/(0» ./ = l,...,2w.
2. From now on, we denote by td(K^) the transcendence degree
of the field Kt over the complex number field.
We put Yk={t^Y\td(Kt^=k], &^0. Let t, be a point of F,,
where we assume k>0. Then there is a linear transformation of the
variables z,
'011,

#12, . . - , fl

is a non-singular (n, ri)-

: , where Q =
(Wn)

\ani an2,..., i
matrix, such that any function of Kfo is independent of the n-k variables

wM—,wn. We put P=\ :

i .

Then clearly,
( i ) rank P=k,
and 2n vectors Pc0j(to), j=l,...,2n, of the space Ck (of the variables

w=

) form a lattice Gk in the space Ck (see [5], p. 103).

Hence we obtain a ^-dimensional complex torus Ck/Gk and a
natural holomorphic mapping of XtQ onto the torus Ck/Gk which is induced from the linear mapping w = Pz. Further, the field KtQ is naturally
isomorphic to the field of meromorphic functions on Ck/Gk, and hence
the torus C*/G* is an abelian variety.
Let £1, £ 2 ,..., £2* be a free base of the group Gk, where a}{ =
Then there are (2n, 2k} -matrix H± and a (2k, 2ri) -matrix H2
with integral elements such that;
Jr.Q\to)H-L= (_&!, ... , &2k)> where

and,
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(ii)
Further, since Ck/Gk is abelian, there is a non-singular skewsymmetric (2k, 2k} -matrix A with integral elements such that,
(iii)
(iv) y/~^lPti(tQ)H1A(Pti(t0)Hiy<<Q,
where ' means the transposition.
3. We assume that the set YH is of second category.
With each point t of Ytt, we associate a non-singular skew-symmetric (2n,2ri) -matrix A with integral elements such that

' = 0 and,

Let SI be the set of those matrices A. For each A of §1 we
consider the analytic set Y(A) = {t^ Y\Q(t)AQ(ty = Q} in Y. Then
there is a matrix A of 21, such that Y(A) = Y. By the definition of
A, there is a point t0 of FK such that y' —1 J2(£0)A0(£0)'<0. Hence
for each point if of Y, as F is connected.
Therefore Y=Y(A)=Yn.
In this case, using the theory of & functions, we see, for each
£eF, that any function of Kt can be extended to a meromorphic
function on a neighborhood of Xt.
4. Lemma 1. Let F^ be a (I, p}-matrix and F2 be a (/>,/)matrix, where T^p. Then the rank of the (/, 1}-matrix F^F^—j£co
is not smaller than l—p, where £co is the identity matrix of rank I.
Proof. Let q be the number of multiplicity of the root 1 of the
characteristic polynomial of the matrix FI F2. Then there is a non-

r1,

1

where
1

-^

/ = ? + !,...,/.
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singular (/, /)-matrix / such that

Hence the rank (F^Fo — E^^l—q.
f 0

Let Ui be the z-th unit column vector
q vectors JF^FzJ^Uf

z = !,...,#.

Then

are independent. Hence q<^p and therefore rank

Lemma 2. Let T be a real (2n, 2n) -matrix and S be a (n, 2n)matrix.
Then 2 rank ST^

rank (I)

\ o/

T.

Proof. The rank of a matrix is the dimension of the image of
the linear mapping defined by the matrix.
We consider the matrices ST and ST as the linear mappings
from the vector space C2n to the vector space C" respectively. Since
T is "real, the rank of ST and the rank of ST are equal. On the
other hand the image of ( -f ) T:
\ o/

C2n-*C*©C* is contained in the

(direct) sum of the images of ST and ST.
rank i \

Hence we have 2 rank

T,

Now tQ let be a point of Yk, where fc>0. Then, as mentioned in
§2, there is a system of matrices H^ H2 and A (with integral elements)
and P of types described in § 2 such that,

( i ) rank P=k,
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
Conversely, let t be a point of Y and assume that there are integral matrices Hl9 H2 and P with properties (i) rank P=k and (ii)
PQ(t)H1H2 = PQ(t), then the 2n column vectors of PQ(f) generate a
lattice in Ck and the 2k column vectors of PQ(f)Hi give a system of
a free base of this lattice.
We fix a system of matrices Hl9 H2 and A with integral elements
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and consider the set Y(Hl9 HZ) = {£e F] there is a (ft, ») -matrix P
such that the above conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied at the point
t} and the set Y(Hl9H2,A) = {t^Y\
there is a (k, n) -matrix P such
that the above conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are satisfied at t}.
Let n be the vector space of all (ft, n) -matrices, and ^3 the
analytic subspace of ZTX Y defined by the equation PQ(f) (HiHz—
jE C2l °)=0 (PeZ7, £eF) with the natural projection p to F. Then
p~*(f) is linear subspace of 17 for each point t of F. Further, the
space j^CO contains a matrix of rank k if and only if the rank of
the matrix Q(f)(HiHi—Ew}
is not greater than n—k, because the
(2B)
equation PQ^^H^Hz— JE ) =0 is a system of k independent equations aiQ(f)(HiH2— jE C2l °)=0, i = I,...,k, where a,- is the f-th row
vector of the matrix P.
Proposition 1. Tfe s0£ F(//i, /f2) &s flw analytic subset of Y
defined by the equation rankQ(f) (H,Hz- £C2;°) = rc- ft, <mrf ^ | F(.ft, ZT2)
zs a complex analytic vector bundle of dimension k2.
Further, let ti be a point of F(//i, HZ) and P0 be a matrix of
P~l(t-^> of rank k. Then, for each matrix PI of p~l(ti), there is a
(k, k*) -matrix L with LP0 = PI.
Proof.

Since the matrix ( —TTT^) ^s non-singular for each point
\

t of Y the rank of Q(f)(HiHz — Ew*) is not smaller than n—k by
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Thus the set Y(H^ J72) is defined by the
equation rank
Q(f){H^H2—E^n^=n—k.
Let 8 be the space of all (k, fc) -matrices and b the linear map
of 8 to the vector space p^fa) defined by L->LPQ, then it is trivial
that the map b is surjective.
Proposition 2. The set Y(Hlf H2, A) is an analytic subset of
Proof. Let ti be a point of F(-Hj, HZ). Then there is an open
neighborhood U of ti in the space Y(Hl9 HZ) and a holomorphic section P(0 of the vector bundle %\Y(Hl9 H*) over U such that the
rank of P(f) is k for any t of U.
We consider the equation P(J^Q(f)H^A(.P(J^Q(f)H^'
= Q on £7.
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Then the solution of this equation is an analytic subset of U and it
is independent of the choise of the section P(f) by the last assertion
of Proposition 1. Therefore the set {t^Y(H^Hz)\ there is a (k9ri)~
matrix P of p~*(f) such that the condition (i) and (iii) are satisfied}
is an analytic subset N of F(-Hi, HZ).
Let Nly N2j...

be the connected components of N.

Then the

signature of the Hermitian matrix i/ — 1
is constant on Ni9 i = l, 2,..., because the determinant of the matrix
can not be zero at any point of N. Therefore the set Y(Hl9 H2, A)
is an analytic subset of F(fli, Hz).

Theorem 1. We suppose that Y^^ for some j,ri>j^Q. Then,
for q>j, the set F(#) = Yq{_] F9+1U ••• U Yn is a countable union
of thin analytic sets.
Proof. Let tG be a point of Y(q). Then tQ is a point of Yk9
where k^q, and there are matrices Hl9 H2 and A as before such
that tQGY(Hl9H29A). Thus the set F(#) is equal to the union of
such thin analytic sets of F.
5. We put p = inf
t=Y

{td(K,)}.

Then the set

Yp is of second

category by Theorem 1.
Let t0 be a point of Yp. We assume p>0. Then we obtain, as
mentioned in § 4, three integral matrices Hl9 H2 and A of type
(2», 2p\ (2p, 2ri) and (2p, 2p} respectively such that t^ Y(Hl9 H2, A),
The analyticity of Y(Hl9 H2, A) and the fact that Yp is of second
category imply the existence of matrices Hl9 H2 and A9 of type described above, such that Y= Y(Hly H2, A).
We fix such a system of matrices (H^ H2, A}. Then we obtain
a complex analytic vector bundle ^P on F of dimension p2 which is
embedded in the space 77 X F (where U is the vector space of all
(p9 ri) -matrices).
Let t0 be a point of F. Then there are an open neighborhood
U of tQ and a holomorphic section P(f) of ^3 on U such that rank
P(f)=p for each t of U. Using this section P(f), we can construct,
as mentioned in § 1, a complex analytic family Xu of abelian varie-
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ties over U whose period matrices are P(f)Q(f)Hi,
and we obtain
naturally a holomorphic mapping 6U of X\ U onto Xu, which is induced
by the linear mapping
(Wp

Another such section of 93 over U defines the same family Xu
and the mapping au but alters only the holomorphic coordinates w.
Hence we have;
Theorem 2. Let p = mi {td(Kt}}, p>Q. Then we have a complex
t(=Y

analytic vector bundle 33-»F of dimension p and a holomorphic
mapping ~a of Cn x F onto 33 such that 6 is locally defined by
GZ, 0-*GP(Oz> 0» where P(t) is a (p,n)-matrix of holomorphic
functions on an open set U of F, and P(f)Q(f) gives a discontinuous
abelian group G' of analytic automorphisms of S3 U and the factor
space Xf = ^8/G' is a family of abelian varieties of dimension p
over the space F.
The map 0 induces naturally a holomorphic mapping a of X
onto Xr such that

6

X ~* X' is commutative.
\
/i
n \\
i/ 7£
F

Corollary 1. We denote by K't the sub field of Kt consisting
of all elements of Kt which can be extended to meromorphic
functions on some neighborhoods of Xt.
Then, for each point t of X;
( a ) the transcendence degree of the field K't is equal to inf

*er

{td(Kt*)}9 and
( b ) the field K't is algebraically closed in Kt.
Proof. Let/i,...,/, be meromophic functions on a neighborhood
of Xt such that the analytic restriction of /i,...,/, to the fiber Xt are
independent. Then, for t' sufficiently near to t, the restriction of
/ i , — f , to X't are independent. Hence we see that the tr. degree of
K't<^p by Theorem 1.
Now let K" be the subfield of Kt obtained from the field of
meromorphic functions on X't = n~*(f) by <rt:Xt-*Xt. Then K"dK't,
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because the family X'^*Y is a family of abelian varieties (see

§2).

Hence (a) is proved.
If a meromorqhic function on the torus Xt is dependent on
meromorphic functions on Xt which are independent of the variables
Wp+i,-",i>vH, then it is also independent of wp+If...9wa. The assertion
(b) follows from this.
Remark. In [3] , we considered the property (b) of the corollary
in the case of general complex analytic fiber spaces. There we obtained;

Let X and Y be normal and connected complex spaces and
X~* Y a proper holomorphic mapping of X onto Y with irreducible
fibers. Then the set {t^ Y\ the field K't is not algebraically closed
in Kt} is nowhere dense in Y,
Corollary 2, We assume that Y0 = 0 and Yn=£Y. Then every
abelian variety of a member of the family
gular' (in the sense of [1]).

X~* Y is always 'sin-

Let M be a connected complex manifold and SB-^M be a complex
analytic family, in the sense of Kodaira-Spencer [2] , of complex tori.
Then, by Theorem 18.6 in [2], the family 3S-5-M is locally the same
as our family of complex tori constructed in § 1.
Hence we get:

Theorem 3. Let S-^»M be a complex analytic family, in the
sense of Kodaira-Spencer, of complex tori. We put p = inf
and assume p>0. Then there exists a complex analytic family S3-^»M
of abelian varieties of dimension p over M and a holomorphic mapping a of S3 onto S3' with n = n'°0, such that a is locally the same as
mentioned in Theorem 2,
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